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1. INTRODUCTION

Graphs are useful entities since they can represent relationships between
sets of objects. They are used to model complex systems (e.g. transportation
networks, VLSI layouts, molecules etc) and to visualize relationships (e.g.
social networks). Graphs are also very interesting mathematical objects and
a lot of attention has been paid to their properties. In many instances the right
picture is the key to understanding. The various ways of visualizing a graph
provide different insights, and often hidden relationships and interesting
patterns are revealed. An increasing body of literature is considering the
problem of how to draw a graph (see for instance the book by di Battista
et al. [1998] on Graph Drawing, the proceedings of the annual conference
on Graph Drawing etc). Also, several problems in distance geometry and
in graph theory have their origin in the problem of graph drawing in higher
dimensional spaces. Of particular interest are the representation of data
sets through graphs. This bridges the fields of mutlivariate statistics and
graph drawing. Moreover, a field in operations research with a long history
is location analysis. The goal is to optimally place a new set of facilities
that maximize some reward function subject to demand constraints (using
the language of this field). It is shown later on that the basic problems in
location analysis can be cast after some appropriate transformations to a
graph drawing problem.

Despite the recent explosive growth of the graph drawing field, the var-
ious techniques proposed exhibit a high degree of arbitrariness, and more
often than not lack a rigorous mathematical background. In this paper, we
provide a rigorous mathematical framework of drawing graphs utilizing the
information contained in the adjacency matrix of the underlying graph. At
the core of our approach are various loss functions that measure the lack
of fit of the resulting representation, that need to be optimized subject to a
set of constraints that correspond to different drawing representations. We
then establish how the graph drawing problem encompasses problems in
multivariate statistics and location analysis. We develop a set of algorithms
based on the theory of majorization to optimize the various loss functions and
study their properties (existence of solution, convergence, etc). We demon-
strate the usefulness of our approach through a series of examples. Finally,
we examine some special situations (gauges) and show how our techniques
recover correctly the underlying graph structure.
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2. DATA AS GRAPHS

2.1. Graphs and the Adjacency Matrix. In this paper we consider an
undirected graphG = (V, E), whereV = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is the set of the
n vertices andE ⊂ V × V the set of edges. It is assumed that the graph
G does not contain either self-loops or multiple edges between any pair of
vertices. The set of edges can be represented in matrix form through the
adjacency matrixW = {wi j |, i, j = 1, . . . ,n}. Thus, verticesi, j ∈ G are
connected if and only ifwi j = 1, otherwisewi j = 0.

2.2. Bipartite Graphs. In two recent papers of de Leeuw and Michailidis
[1999a, 1999] the problem of representing categorical datasetsbipartite
graphsis considered. For bipartite graphs, the vertex setV is partitioned into
two setsV1 andV2, and the edge setE is defined onV1 × V2 and indicates
which vertices fromV1 are connected to vertices inV2 and vice versa. In
multidimensional data analysis, the classical data structure where data onJ
categorical variables (withk j possible values (categories) per variable) are
collected forN objects, can be represented by a bipartite graph [Michailidis
and de Leeuw, 1999a, de Leeuw and Michailidis, 1999]. TheN objects
correspond to the vertices ofV1, the K =

∑
j k j categories to the vertices

of V2 and there areN × J edges inE, since each object is connected toJ
different categories.

Remark .Another data structure that can be represented by a bipartite graph
is the contingency table, familiar from elementary statistics [Gifi, 1990,
Benzécri, 1992], where theI categories of the first variable correspond to
the vertices inV1 and theL categories of the second variable to those ofV2.
For this data structure thewi j ’s are nonnegative numbers that indicate how
many observations fall in cell(i, j ) in the contingency table; thus, we are
dealing with a weighted bipartite graph in this case.

2.3. Sums of Bipartite Graphs. In many situations objects are naturally
clustered into groups. For example, in educational research students are
grouped by class or school, in sociological research individuals are grouped
by socioeconomic status, in marketing research consumers are clustered in
geographical regions, while in longitudinal studies we have repeated mea-
surements on individuals. In the first example groups correspond to classes
or schools, in the second to various a priori defined levels of socioeconomic
status, in the third to regions (such as counties, states or even the northeast,
the southwest etc), and in the fourth example to time periods. The data
structure for each group corresponds to a bipartite graph and that of the en-
tire data set to adirect sumof bipartite graphs. Different ways of analyzing
such data are given in Michailidis and de Leeuw [1997, 1999b]. Thus, direct
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sums of bipartite graphs are capable of representing clustered, longitudinal
and spatial databases.

2.4. Multipartite Graphs. In multipartite graphs, the vertex setV is par-
titioned intoM setsV1, . . . ,VM , and the edge setE is defined on (possibly
all) the pairsVm × Vm′, m,m′

∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Multipartite graphs can be
used to represent the data structure of relational datasets. Consider the fol-
lowing situation. There are two sets of objects, each one characterized by
a set of attributes. For example in a commercial database, we may have
individuals described by a set of attributes such as different types of assets
they own, income, occupation, other background characteristics, etc, and fi-
nancial institutions described by a different set of attributes, such as profits,
products they offer, etc. Moreoever, the two sets of objects, namely indi-
viduals and financial institutions, are related to each other, since individuals
may do business (e.g. mortgage loans, credit cards) with several institutions
and institutions may have as clients several individuals. In this example,
the four vertex sets correspond to the individuals and their attributes, and
to the financial institutions and their attributes and the edges link the two
sets of objects and the objects with their attributes. However in this setting,
there are no edges linking the financial institutions to their clients’ attributes,
or the individuals with the institutions’ attributes. More complicated rela-
tional databases involving a larger number of objects give rise to multipartite
graphs with a large number of vertex sets.

2.5. Function and Regression Graphs.Remember that the graph of a
function f : X → Y is a subset ofX ⊗ Y. This means we can think of the
graph of a function as a special bipartite graph, in which each element ofV1
is connected with exactly one element ofV2. Thus the rows of the adjacency
matrix add up to one.

The categorical variables indicator graphs of Section 2.2 are columnwise
direct sums ofJ of these function graphs, where all functions are defined
on the set ofN objects.
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3. GRAPH DRAWING

In the previous section we have outlined how many forms of data can be
coded as adjacency matrices of graphs. Obviously the adjacency matrix rep-
resents a useful way to think about coding and moreoever contains exactly
the same information as the original dataset; however, it is hard to use it to
uncover patterns and trends in the data. One way of utilizing the informa-
tion contained in the adjacency matrix is to draw the graph by connecting
the appropriate vertices. This goes in the direction of making a picture of
the data, and when things work out well, a picture is worth a lot of numbers,
especially when these numbers are just zeroes and ones. But the “technique”
of drawing the coded graph, say in the plane, has a large amount of arbi-
trariness. Since the graph only contains the qualitative information of which
vertices are connected, we can locate them anywhere in the plane and then
draw the edges corresponding with the nonzero elements of the adjacency
matrix. The trick is to manage to draw the graph in such a way so as the
resulting picture becomes as informative as possible.

The general problem of graph drawing discussed in this paper is to repre-
sent the edges of a graph as points inR

p and the vertices as lines connecting
the points. Graph drawing is an active area in computer science, and it is
very ably reviewed in the recent book by di Battista et al. [1998]. The choice
of R

p is due to its attractive underlying geometry and the fact that it renders
the necessary computations more manageable.

There are basically two different approaches to make such drawings. In
themetricor embeddingapproach we use the path-length distance defined
between the vertices of the graph and we try to approximate these distance
by the Euclidean distance between the points [di Battista et al., 1998, section
10.3]. The area of embedding graph-theoretical distances is related to dis-
tance geometry, and it has been studied a great deal recently. For a review,
see Michailidis and de Leeuw [1999c].

In this paper, we adopt primarily theadjacency model, i.e. we do not
emphasize graph-theoretical distance, but we pay special attention to which
vertices are adjacent and which vertices are not. Obviously, this is related
to distance, but the emphasis is different. We use objective (loss) functions
to measure thequality of the resulting embedding.

3.1. Force-Directed Techniques.The class of graph drawing techniques
we are most interested in here are theforce-directed techniques. The vertices
are bodies that attract and repell each other, for instance because the edges
are springs or because the vertices have electric charges. This means that
there are forces pulling and pushing the vertices apart, and the optimal graph
drawing will be the one in which these forces are in equilibrium. In di Battista
et al. [1998, Chapter 10] force-directed graph drawing means minimizing a
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loss function which incorporates both pushing and pulling. In this paper we
concentrate onpulling under constraints, which means that we do not have
explicit pushing components in the loss function. The constraints normalize
the drawing in order to prevent trivial solutions in which the whole graph is
pulled (collapses) into a single point.

Let us first define the following loss function, that represents in our study
the main tool for making the necessary graph drawings,

pullφ(Z|W) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j φ(di j (Z)),(1)

wheredi j (Z) denotes the distance of points with coordinateszi andz j in
R

p. We assume that the weightswi j ∈ {0,1} and thatφ is an increasing
function. Therefore, minimizingpull means minimizing the weighted sum
of the transformed distances between the points that are connected in the
graph. Observe we do not assume that the distances are Euclidean, they
could bè 1 (City Block) or `∞ (Chebyshev) or general`p distances. Also,
the notation suggests thatZ is the only variable that we control; for a given
problem bothφ andW are usually fixed.

Minimizing a pull function without further restrictions does not make
much sense. We can minimize it by simply collapsing all the points in the
origin of the space (zi = 0 for all i ), and thus all corresponding distances
become zero. This provides the global minimum ofpull , but “Indeed, this
is not a good drawing !” [di Battista et al., 1998, page 310].

The pull function was first discussed in a general data analysis context
by Heiser [1981]. Before that, it has been used extensively in location and
assigment problems [see , ed.]. The pushing and pulling terminology is quite
common there, see for example eis [????].

An important class of homogeneous pull functions is

pullσ (Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j d
σ
i j (Z),(2)

in which we look at the sum of (not necessarily integral) powers of the
distances. The special casespull1 andpull2 have been most closely studied
[Heiser, 1987b, de Leeuw and Michailidis, 1999].
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4. NORMALIZATIONS

In this section we examine different ways of avoiding trivial solutions. In
particular we investigate two different ways of incorporating the necessary
constraints that renders graph drawing a well defined mathematical problem.

4.1. Explicit Normalization. In explicit normalizationwe do not explicitly
want to push, but we want to impose restrictions on the drawingZ in such a
way that trivial solutions are avoided. Some of the normalizations that have
been considered are:

• Tutte [1963] partitionsZ into (at least 3) fixed pointsX and free points
Y. We then minimize thepull function overY only.

• In multiple correspondence analysis and related techniques [Gifi, 1990]
we constrainZ by requiringorthonormalityZ′Z = I , or we require
some subset ofZ to be orthonormal.

• We can require thatη(Z) = 1, whereη is some norm-like quantity on
the space of drawings. Examples areη(Z) = tr (Z′Z), or η(Z) =

det (Z′Z), or η(Z) = tr (Z′Z)2.
• Constraints can be formulated directly in terms of the distances. For

example, we can require the sum ofp−th powers of some or all of the
distances to be equal to a constant (

∑
i, j dp

i j = 1), or the reciprocals
of the distances (

∑
i, j 1/di j (Z) = 1) or even some function of the

distances (
∑

i, j − log(di j (Z)) = 1).

It is important to realize that the choice of normalization is not a trivial
matter. It will determine the shape and properties of the drawing. Thus
it should be made in an informed way. It is also important that the data
influence the drawing throughpull , while the constraints are usually chosen
by considerations of mathematical convenience or global properties of the
drawing.

4.2. Implicit Normalization using Pushing Constraints. In graph draw-
ing the push component of the loss function is modeled explicitly. Thus we
get something like

(3) pullpushφ,ψ(Z|U,W) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j φ(di j (Z))−

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

ui jψ(di j (Z)).

Thus, there is a set of pushing weightsui j and a pushing transformationψ .
In this case the normalization comes about through the trade-off between
pulling and pushing. We have to find a suitable compromise by choosing the
weights and transformations appropriately. di Battista et al. [1998] propose
that the pulling is done by springs obeying Hooke’s law, i.e. the force is
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proportional to the difference between the distance between the vertices and
the zero-energy length of the spring. The electrical force that pushes all
vertices follows an inverse square law.

The pullpush formulation also arises naturally in the minimization of
pull if weights are not necessarily non-negative (such as in location theory,
when locating obnoxious facilities). We can always writewi j = w+

i j −w−

i j ,
with both components non-negative, and if we substitute this inpull we get
a special case ofpullpush. In the same way, ifφ is not increasing, we can
write φ = φ+

− φ−, with both components increasing. Using this inpull
gives a special case ofpullpush.

4.3. Implicit/Explicit Relationships. There are some obvious relationships
between using explicit normalizations and using implicit normalizations
throughpullpush. If the explicit normalization is, for example,η(Z) = 1,
then we can form the Lagrangian

pullpushφ,λ(Z|W) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j φ(di j (Z))− λ(η(Z)− 1),(4a)

or the quadratic penalty function

pullpushφ,κ(Z|W) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j φ(di j (Z))− κ(η(Z)− 1)2.(4b)

It is clear that the penalty term and the constraint term in the Lagrangian
correspond to the push part ofpullpush. By solving for the saddle point of
the Langrangian, of by letting the penalty parameterκ tend to infinity, we
impose explicit constraints.
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5. USING SQUARED EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE

Let us first study the case in whichφ(Z) =
1
2d2

i j (Z), that is we examine the
pull2 function with squared Euclidean distances. This is, as we shall see
further on, the most important case from the algorithmic point of view, and
many more general cases will be reduced to this one. The following notation
is convenient: letd2

i j (Z) = tr (Z′ Ai j Z) with Ai j = (ei − ej )(ei − ej )
′ and

where theei ’s are unit vectors.
Define the matrixO as

O =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j Ai j .(5)

ThusO has the negative values−wi j as its off-diagonal elements, and the
row-sums (or column-sums) ofW as its diagonal elements. ThusO is
doubly-centered, and by construction positive semi-definite. We then have

pull2(Z) = tr (Z′O Z).(6)

This must be minimized under some normalization condition onZ.
The results in the previous section suggest that using the normalization

conditiontr (Z′Z) = 1 is natural. Unfortunately, this does not work. For
pull2, for instance, we find the stationary equationsO Z = λZ, which im-
plies that all columns ofZ are proportional to the eigenvector corresponding
to the smallest non-zero eigenvalue ofV . Thus the optimalZ is of rank
one. In order to prevent this from happening, we can choose other scalar
normalizations such asdet(Z′Z) = 1. Or we can chooseZ′Z = I . These
basically all result inZ being equal to thep eigenvectors corresponding to
the p smallest nonzero eigenvalues ofO.

5.1. The Laplacian Connection. Some algebra shows thatO =
1
2L, where

L = D − W, with D being a diagonal matrix containing the degrees of the
vertices inV . DefineL = T−1/2LT−1/2. This is the Laplacian of the graph
G, an object of intense study over the last 20 years (starting with Fiedler in
1973). Notice thattr L = n. In the literature the vectorsZ(:, i ) are also
known as Fiedler vectors. We discuss next some properties ofL.

1. λ1 = 0 withe corresponding eigenvectorT−1/2u with u comprised of
all ones.

2. λ2 > 0 iff the graph is connected.
3. λn = 2 iff the graph is bipartite.
4. For the complete graphKn, the eigenvalues are 0, andn/(n − 1) with

multiplicity n − 1.
5. For the complete bipartite graphKn1,n2, the eigenvalues are 0, 1 with

multiplicity n1 + n2 − 2 and 2.
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6. For the star graph onn vertices, the eigenvalues are 0, 1 with multi-
plicity n − 2 and 2.

7. For then dimensional hypercube on 2n vertices, the eigenvalues are
2k/n, with multiplicity

(n
k

)
for k = 0,1, . . . ,n

In general, the second eigenvalueλ2 provides a lot of information for the
underlying graph. The larger its value is the more connected the compo-
nents of the graph are and therefore the harder to split it; thus implying
that clustering a dataset with a largeλ2 is hard. However, the converse is
not true, since a highly connected graph with a single isolated vertex will
necessarily haveλ2 = 0. Moreover, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
Laplacian have been succesfully used in isoperimetric problems, path, flow
and routing problems, construction of graph exapnders [Chung, 1997], in
seriation problems [de Leeuw and Michailidis, 1999], etc.

5.2. Partitioned Normalization. SupposeZ is partitioned as

Z =

[
X
Y

]
(7)

whereX is normalized in some way, andY is free. Then,O can be partitioned
as follows

O =

[
O11 O12
O′

12 O22

]
,(8)

and the pull function can be written as

pull2(X,Y) = tr (X′O11X)+ 2tr (X′O12Y)+ tr (Y′O22Y),(9)

and thus

pull2(X, ?) = min
Y
σ(X,Y) = tr (X′

{O11 − O′

12O−1
22 O12}X).(10)

and this quadratic must still be minimized over normalizedX.
An example is the normalization proposed by Tutte [1963]. In theTutte

Normalization, X is simply fixed at some value (provided thatX contains
at least 3 points), and the optimalY is chosen by solving the above prob-
lem. Clearly if the normalization actually fixesX, there is no need to min-
imize (10). However, the choice of which points to fix can be somewhat
arbitrary, and it has a great deal of influence on the solution [de Leeuw and
Michailidis, 1999, Healy and Goldstein, 1976].

Remark .Under the Tutte normalization (X fixed), from (9) we get that

∇pull2(Y) = O22Y + O′

12X = 0,(11)

which can be rewritten as

O22Y = −O′

12X.(12)
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The latter implies that we need to solve systems of linear equations of the
form O22Y(:, s) = −O′

12X(:, s), s = 1, . . . ,m. SinceO22 is strictly diag-
onally dominant (provided we are dealing with a graph without any isolated
vertices) and symmetric, it follows that it is positive definite. Moreover,
in practice it can be very large and usually extremely sparse; hence, the
preferred methods for solving such systems are iterative solvers based on
Krylov subspace methods Barrett et al. [1994]. For the specific problem at
hand, the nature of theO22 matrix gurantees that so-called "direct" iterative
methods such as Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel will perform well.

On the other hand, under the normalizationX′X = Im, from (10) we get
that we have to compute the first eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a possibly
fairly large and sparse matrix and Lanczos based methods come in handy
Golub and Loan [1997].

5.3. Bipartite Graphs. For bipartite graphs theW matrix is given by

W =

[
0 A
A′ 0

]
,(13)

whereA denotes the adjacency matrix of the graph. We then have that

O =

[
Dr −A

−A′ Dc

]
,(14)

with Dr andDc diagonal matrices containing the row sums and column sums
of A respectively. In case the bipartite graph corresponds to the classical
data structure discussed in Section 1.4, we get thatA corresponds to the
superindicatormatrix [Gifi, 1990] andDr = J IN , where IN denotes the
identity matrix of orderN, while A is the contingency table itself for bivariate
datasets. Then, the pull function becomes

pull2(X,Y) = tr (X′DX)− 2tr (X′ AY)+ tr (Y′EY).(15)

Thus the minimum overX for fixedY is given by

X = D−1
r AY,(16a)

while the minimum overY for fixed X is given by

Y = D−1
c A′X.(16b)

These are the twocentroid principlesextensively discussed in de Leeuw
et al. [1999]. They are familiar from discussion of correspondence analysis,
but we see that they apply much more generally. Therefore, partitioned
normalization forces the free points to be located in theconvex hullof the
normalized ones, a very desirable feature from a drawing point of view (see
examples in Michailidis and de Leeuw [1999a]).
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6. MAJORIZATION METHODS

6.1. General Principles. The algorithms proposed in this paper are all
of the majorization type. Majorization is discussed in general terms in
de Leeuw [1994], Heiser [1995], Lange et al. [2000].

In a majorization algorithm the goal is to optimize a functionφ(θ) over
θ ∈ 2, with 2 ⊆ R

p. Suppose that a functionψ(θ, ξ) defined on2 × 2

satisfies

φ(θ) ≥ ψ(θ, ξ) for all θ, ξ ∈ 2,(17a)

φ(θ) = ψ(θ, θ) for all θ ∈ 2.(17b)

Thus, for a fixedξ ,ψ(•, ξ) is belowφ, and it touchesφ at the point(ξ, φ(ξ)).
We then say thatφ(θ) majorizesψ(θ, ξ) or thatψ(θ, ξ) minorizesφ(θ).

There are two key theorems associated with these definitions.

Theorem 6.1. If φ attains its maximum on2 at θ̂ , thenψ(•, θ̂ ) also attains
its maximum on2 at θ̂ .

Proof. Supposeψ(θ̃, θ̂ ) > ψ(θ̂, θ̂ ) for someθ̃ ∈ 2. Then, by (17a) and
(17b),φ(θ̃) ≥ ψ(θ̃, θ̂ ) > ψ(θ̂, θ̂ ) = φ(θ̂), which contradicts the definition
of θ̂ as the maximizer ofφ on2.

Theorem 6.2. If θ̃ ∈ 2andθ̂ maximizesψ(•, θ̃ )over2, thenφ(θ̂) ≥ φ(θ̃).

Proof. By (17a) we haveφ(θ̂) ≥ ψ(θ̂, θ̃ ). By the definition ofθ̂ we have
ψ(θ̂, θ̃ ) ≥ ψ(θ̃, θ̃ ). And by (17b) we haveψ(θ̃, θ̃ ) = φ(θ̃). Combining
these three results we get the result.

These two results suggest the following algorithm for maximizingφ(θ).
Step 1:: Given a valueθ (k) construct a minorizing functionψ(θ (k), ξ).
Step 2:: Maximizeψ(θ (k), ξ) with respect toξ . Setθ (k+1)

= ξmax.
Step 3:: If |φ(θ (k+1)

− φ(θ (k)| < ε for some predeterminedε > 0 stop;
else go to Step 1.

In order for this algorithm to be of practical use, the minozrizing function
ψ needs to be easy to maximize, otherwise nothing substantial is gained by
following this route. Notice, that in case we are interested to minimizeφ,
we have to find a majorizing functionψ that needs to be minimized in Step
2.

We demonstrate next how the idea behind majorization works with a
simple example.

Example .This is an artificial example, chosen for its simplicity. Consider
φ(θ) = θ4

− 10θ2, θ ∈ R. Becauseθ2
≥ ξ2

+ 2ξ(θ − ξ) = 2ξθ − ξ2 we
see thatψ(θ, ξ) = θ4

− 20ξθ + 10ξ2 is a suitable majorization function.
The majorization algorithm isθ+

=
3
√

5ξ .
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The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 6.1. We start withθ(0) = 5. Then
ψ(θ,5) is the dashed function. It is minimized atθ (1) ≈ 2.924, where
ψ(θ (1),5) ≈ 30.70, andφ(θ (1)) ≈ −12.56. We then majorize by using the
dotted functionψ(θ, θ (1)), which has its minimum at about 2.44, equal to
about−21.79. The corresponding value ofφ at this point is about−24.1.
Thus we are rapidly getting close to the local minimum at

√
5, with value

25. The linear convergence rate at this point is1
3.

FIGURE 1. Majorization
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We briefly address next some convergence issues (for a general discussion
see the book by Zangwill [1969] and also Meyer [1976]). Ifφ is bounded
above (below) on2, then the algorithm generates a bounded increasing
sequence of function valuesφ(θ (k), thus it converges toφ(θ∞). For example,
continuity of φ and compactness of2 would suffice for establishing the
result. Moreover with some addiitonal mild continuity considerations we
get that||θ (k) − θ (k+1)

|| → 0 de Leeuw [1990], which in turn implies, due
to a result by Ostrowski Ostrowski [1966], thatθ converges either to a stable
point or to a continuum of limit points. Hence, majorization algorithms
for all practical purposes find local optima, and by starting the algorithm at
different initial values global optima can be located.

We turn next our attention to issues regarding rates of convergence.

Theorem 6.3. This implies thatD2(ω, ω) = 0 for all ω, and consequently
D12 = −D22. ThusM = −D−1

11 D12.

6.2. Using Convexity. Supposeφ(θ) is a convex function. We then have
for φ finite in ξ that

φ(θ) ≥ φ(ξ)+ < D, θ − ξ >,(18)

D is the subgradient ofφ at ξ . Thesubgradient inequality[Rockafellar,
1970] says that the graph of theaffinefunctionh(ξ) = φ(θ)+ < D, θ−ξ >

is a non-vertical supporting hyperplane to the convex set of the epigraph of
φ at the point(ξ, φ(ξ). The set of all subgradients ofφ at ξ is called the
subdifferentialof φ at ξ and is denoted by∂φ(ξ). Obviously∂φ(ξ) is a
closed convex set, since by definitionD ∈ ∂φ(ξ) if and only if D satisfies
a certain infinite system of weak linear inequalities (one for eachθ ). In
general∂φ(ξ) may be empty or it may consist of just one vector. Similarly
for concave functions we have that

φ(θ) ≤ φ(ξ)+ < D, θ − ξ >,(19)

with D ∈ ∂φ(ξ). Hence, concave functions have a linear majorizing func-
tionψ(θ, ξ) = Dθ .

Another important class of functions are the d.c. (difference of convex
functions) ones (see Appendix B), defined byφ(θ) = g(θ)−h(θ), with g, h
convex functions. We can then write

φ(θ) ≤ g(θ)− h(ξ)− < D, θ − ξ >,(20)

with D ∈ ∂h(ξ). This provides a convex majorizerψ(θ, ξ) = g(θ)− <

D, θ >.
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6.3. Strongly Convex Functions. This class of functions satisfies the fol-
lowing inequality [Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993]

φ(θ) ≥ φ(ξ)+ < ∇φ(ξ), θ − ξ > +
1

2
M ||θ − ξ ||2,(21)

with modulusM on2. Functions with bounded second derivatives belong
to this class (i.e.∇2φ(θ) < M). For strongly concave functions that are of
interest to us we similarly get

φ(θ) ≤ φ(ξ)+ < ∇φ(ξ), θ − ξ > +
1

2
M ||θ − ξ ||2,(22)

which after defining after definingη(ξ) = θ − M−1
∇φ(ξ) can be written

as

φ(θ) ≤ φ(ξ)−
1

2
M−1

∇φ(ξ)+
1

2
||θ − η(ξ)||2,(23)

which shows that we can define a quadratic majorizing functionψ(θ, ξ) =

||θ − η(ξ)||2.

6.4. Convex Functions with Slow Growth Rates.

Lemma 6.4. Let h : R+ → R+ be continuous and strictly increasing with
h(0) = 0, let k be the inverse ofh, and defineH(x) =

∫ x
0 h(y)dy and

K (x) =
∫ x

0 k(y)dy. Then, for alla,b ∈ R+, ab ≤ H(a) + K (b), with
equality if and only ifb = h(a).

Proof. Supposeb ≤ h(a). Let c = h−1(b); therefore,c < a. Then

H(a) =

∫ a

0
h(x)dx =

∫ c

0
h(x)dx +

∫ a

c
h(x)dx ≥

∫ c

0
h(x)dx + b(a − c).

(24)

The inequality in (24) is strict, unlessa = c. Also, by the change of variables
x = k(y), we get

K (b) =

∫ b

0
k(y)dy =

∫ c

0
xh′(x)dx.(25)

But, ∫ c

0
xh′(x)dx +

∫ c

0
h(x)dx =

∫ cb

0
du = cb,(26)

by the change of variablesu = xh(x). Combining (24) and (25) we get that
H(a)+ K (b) ≥ cb+ b(a − c) = ab.

However, a geometric proof is immediate (see Figure below), if we inter-
pret each term as an area and remember that the graph ofh also serves as
that ofk if we interchange thex andy axes. Equality holds if and only if
the point(a,b) lies on the graph ofh.
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b H(a)
K (b)

a

FIGURE 2. Geometric proof of Young’s Inequality

Remark . (AM-GM Inequality:)If g(x) =
√

x, then we get
√

ab ≤
1

2
(a + b),(27)

and hence recover the so-called Arithmetic Mean - Geometric Mean inequal-
ity.

Remark . (Holder Inequality:)Suppose thatp,q > 1 such that

1

p
+

1

q
= 1.(28)

Then, for alla,b > 0 we have

ab ≤
ap

p
+

bq

q
,(29)

with equality if and only ifb = ap−1. This follows by consideringg(x) =

xp−1. For p = q = 2, we recover the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

6.5. Some Useful Results.Suppose21, . . . , 2m are disjoint subsets of
R

p, andφi : 2i ⇒ R are real valued functions. Define

φ(θ) =

m∑
i =1

δi (θ) fi (θ),(30)

whereδi (θ) = 1 if θ ∈ 2i and 0 otheriwse.

Theorem 6.5. Supposeψi (θ, ξ) majorizesφi (θ) on2i , i.e.

φi (θ) ≤ ψi (θ, ξ) for all θ ∈ 2i and all ξ ∈ R
p,(31)

φi (θ) = ψi (θ, θ) for all θ ∈ 2i .(32)

Then,

ψ(θ, ξ) =

m∑
i =1

δi (θ)ψi (θ, ξ)(33)

majorizesφ(θ) on2 = ∪
m
j =12i .
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Proof. Supposeθ ∈ 2i . Thenφ(θ) = φi (θ) ≤ ψi (θ, ξ) = ψ(θ, ξ) for all
ξ ∈ R

p. Alsoφ(θ) = φi (θ) = ψi (θ, θ) = ψ(θ, θ).

Theorem 6.6. Supposeφ(x) is an increasing concave function. Letψ(x) =

φ(
√

x). Thenψ(x) is also concave and increasing.

Proof. By defintionψ(λx+(1−λ)) = φ(
√
λx + (1 − λ)y). But the square

root is concave, and thus
√
λx + (1 − λ)y ≥ λ

√
x+(1−λ)

√
y, and because

φ is increasingψ(λx + (1−λ)y) ≥ φ(λ
√

x + (1−λ)
√

y). Finally, because
φ is concave,ψ(λx + (1 − λ)y) ≥ λψ(x)+ (1 − λ)ψ(y).

Remark .The above Theorem implies that ifφ is a squasher (see Section
8.2), and thus

pullφ(Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j φ(d
2
i j (Z))

is concave with a linear majorizer, thenψ is a squasher too, while

pullψ(Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi jψ(d
2
i j (Z)) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j φ(di j (Z))

is concave too with a linear majorizer.

Supposefs are convex, withs = 1, . . . , p. Define

g0 =

p∑
s=1

fs,

gr =

p∑
s=1

fs − fr ,

and also

h0 =

p
min
s=1

fs,

h1 =
p

max
s=1

gs.

Clearly, all offg0, . . . , gp are convex, and so ish1. Also, trivially,

h0 = g0 − h1.

This represents the minimum of thefs as a d.c. (difference of convex
functions) function. Thus we can majorizeh0 by a convex function, using

h0(x) ≤ g0(x)− h1(y)− Dh1(y)(x − y) =

g0(x)− h1(y)− Dgr (y)(y)(x − y),
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wherer (y) is such that

gr (y)(y) = h1(y).

This result can be applied in a straightforward way to the multifacility loca-
tion problem, which is minimization of

σ(x1, . . . , xp) =

n∑
i =1

wi

p
min
s=1

‖zi − xs‖,

where thezi are existing facilities and thexs are new facilities (to be located).
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7. EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE WITHOUT THE SQUARE

A particularly interestingpull function is given by

pull2(Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j di j (Z),(34)

with di j (Z) = ||zi − z j ||2. This minimization problem can be easily solved
by using majorization based on the AM/GM inequality to get

di j (Z) ≤
1

2

1

di j (Y)
(d2

i j (Z)+ d2
i j (Y)),(35)

and thus

pull1(Z) ≤
1

2

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j

di j (Y)
(d2

i j (Z)+ d2
i j (Y)) =

1

2
{tr Z′B(Y)Z + tr Y′B(Y)Y},

where

B(Y) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j

di j (Y)
Ai j .(36)

Thus in an iteration we minimizetr Z′B(Z previous)Z over normalizedZ.

Remark . Regularization.One problem that arises in practice is when some
of the distances become zero, with the consequence that the objective func-
tion becomes non-differentiable. One way to avoid this problem is to replace

the objective function bypull2(Z) =
∑n

i =1
∑n

j =1wi j

√
d2

i j (Z)+ β, with

β > 0 small [P.J.F. Groenen and Meulman, 1997, C.J. Albert and Mullet,
1997], thus making it differentiable.

In 1937 Weiszfeld proposed the following interative algorithm for solving
the Weber problem with Euclidean distances (see Section xxx), which in our
graph drawing language corresponds to drawing a weighted star graph with
the locations of all but one points fixed.

Step 0: Pick some initial locationx(0) ∈ R
p.

Step 1: At stepk, find x∗ that minimizes

ψ(x, x(k)) =

n∑
i =1

wi
‖x − zi ‖

2
2

‖x(k) − zi ‖2
.(37)

Step 2: Set x(k+1)
= x∗ and go back to step 1, until convergence is

achieved.
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A number of authors [?Katz, 1974, Chandrasekaran and Tamir, 1989] inves-
tigated properties of this algorithm. Eckhardt [Eckhardt, 1980] established
the global linear convergence of this algorithm in general Banach spaces,
and Voss and Eckhardt [1980] generalized the algorithm to the multifacility
Weber problem, which corresponds to drawing a bipartite graph with the lo-
cations of one set of vertices fixed. Heiser [1986] (independently, it seems)
proposed the same algorithm in the data analysis context of the reciprocal
location problem. He also discussed [Heiser, 1987a] the problems with zero
distances, and proposed a solution similar to, but slightly less straightfor-
ward, than the classical hyperbolic perturbation.

7.1. Improving Convergence Speed.The majorization algorithms intro-
duced in this paper have a linear rate of convergence, which for a generic
scalar convergent sequence{zn} implies that

lim
k→∞

zk+1 − z∞

zk − z∞

= λ, for some|λ| ∈ (0,1).(38)

However, in large problems such a rate of convergence is prohibitively slow.
We discuss next strategies to increase the convergence speed of linearly
convergent sequences. One of the oldest schemes is the12 transformation
of Aitken [Delahaye, 1988] given by

tk =
zk+2zk − z2

k+1

zk+2 − 2zk+1 + zk
,(39)

provided thatzk+2 − 2zk+1 + zk 6= 0. In Delahaye [1988], it is shown that
for linearly convergent sequences Aitken’s transformation is optimal.

7.2. Alternative Algorithms. It can be seen that minimizing thepull1 func-
tion, corresponds to the problem of minimizing a sum of Euclidean norms
which has attracted a lot of attention over the years from the mathematical
programming community. Several different algorithmic approaches have
been suggsted in the literature, especially in an effort to achieve quadratic
rates of convergence. Hence, we have algorithms based on the projected
Newton’s method [Overton, 1988, Calamai and Conn, 1980], on Newton’s
primal-dual method [C.J. Albert and Mullet, 1997, Andersen and Chris-
tiansen, 1995], interior point methods K.D. Andersen and Overton [1998],
smoothing methods [Qi and Zhou, 1998], etc. It should be noted that the
literature on the subject is tryly enormous with dozens of papers written on
this topic. The same problem but involvingp− norms has been investigated
in the work of Calamai and Conn [????] and Xue and Ye [????].
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7.3. Logarithm of Distance. Suppose

pull log(Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j logdi j (Z)

Again we minimize this by using majorization. A first possibility is to use

logdi j (Z) ≤ logdi j (Y)+
1

di j (Y)
(di j (Z)− di j (Y)).

This implies that we iteratively minimize

pull1(Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j

di j (Y)
di j (Z).

by the methods explained forpull1.
It may be more convenient to use

logd2
i j (Z) ≤ logd2

i j (Y)+
1

d2
i j (Y)

(d2
i j (Z)− d2

i j (Y)),

which we can also write as

logdi j (Z) ≤ logdi j (Y)+
1

2d2
i j (Y)

(d2
i j (Z)− d2

i j (Y)).

This amounts to minimizing

pull2(Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j

d2
i j (Y)

d2
i j (Z),

in each iteration and this is a quadratic problem of the formtr Z′H(Y)Z,
where

H(Y) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j

d2
i j (Y)

Ai j .

Observe that using this second majorization gives a less precise approxima-
tion than the first, and consequently may lead to slower convergence.
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8. CONSTRUCTINGPULL MAJORIZING FUNCTIONS

In this section we examine how to minimize using majorization various
interesting from a data analytic point of viewpull functions. In order to
minimize the variouspull functions we employ the majorization principle,
discussed in the Appendix. Finding a majorizing function for an arbitrary
function is, to a certain extent, and art. However, in the Appendix we present
some systematic ways to find majorizing functions for the pull function. We
now apply them to variouspull functions.

8.1. A interesting class of functions.A particularly interesting class of
pull functions is given by

pullβ(Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j d
β
i j (Z), β ∈ [1,2],(40)

These are convex functions with growth rates slower than the quadratic.
The class contains as extreme cases both thepull2 function and thepull1
function that deals with Euclidean distances (distances without the square).
This minimization problem can be easily solved by using majorization based
on Young’s inequality (see Section 6.4 in the Appendix).

dβi j (Z) ≤
2 − β

2
dβi j (Y)+

2

βd2−β
i j (Y)

d2
i j (Z),(41)

which implies that we can construct a quadratic majorizing function, and
hence get

pullβ(Z) ≤

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j
(2 − β

2
dβi j (Y)+

2

βd2−β
i j (Y)

d2
i j (Z)

)
=

tr
(2 − β

2
Y′Bβ(Y)Y +

2

β
Z′Bβ(Y)Z

)
,

where

Bβ(Y) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j

d2−β
i j (Y)

Ai j , β ∈ [1,2].(42)

Thus, in an iteration we minimizetr (Z′Bβ(Z previous)Z) over normalized
Z. We examine next the same class of functions forβ > 2.

8.2. Squashers.Squashers are increasing concave functions passing through
the origin. To keep the discussion simple, we also assume that they belong
to C2(R+) (i.e. φ(0) = 0, φ′(d) > 0 andφ′′(d) < 0, ∀d ∈ R+). Exam-
ples of such functions areφ(d) = d/(1 + d), φ(d) = dβ, β ∈ (0,1), the
logistic functionφ(d) = ed/(1 + ed), etc. We also treatφ(d) = log(d) as
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a squasher, although it does not pass through the origin. Hence we want to
minimize

pullφ(Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j φ(di j (Z)).

Using the results outlined in Section 6.2 we get that

φ(di j (Z)) ≤ φ(di j (Y))+ φ′(di j (Y))(di j (Z)− di j (Y)).

This implies that we iteratively minimize

pull1(Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j φ
′(di j (Y))di j (Z)

by the methods explained forpull1.
It many cases it may be more convenient or appropriate to use squared

distances instead. Thus we get

φ(d2
i j (Z)) ≤ log(d2

i j (Y))+
1

2
φ′(d2

i j (Y))(d
2
i j (Z)− d2

i j (Y)),

which we can also write using the results in 6.6

φ(di j (Z)) ≤ φ(di j (Y))+
1

2
φ′(d2

i j (Y))(d
2
i j (Z)− d2

i j (Y)).

The latter amounts to minimizing

pull2(Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j φ
′(d2

i j (Y))d
2
i j (Z),

in each iteration and this is a quadratic problem of the formtr (Z′H(Y)Z),
where

H(Y) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j (d
2
i j (Y))Ai j .

Observe that using this second majorization gives a less precise approxima-
tion than the first, and consequently may lead to slower convergence.

8.3. Huber and Biweight Functions. The Huber function is defined as:

φ(d) =

{
1
2d2 if d < c

cd −
1
2c2 if d > c

(43)

for somec > 0. The function consists of two parts: for distances smaller
than the tuning constantc the squared distance is evaluated, while for large
distances the distance itself is used. The basic idea is that outliers, yield-
ing large distances, will have a smaller effect upon the solution and thus a
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better picture will be obtained. It should be noted that the Huber function
is symmetric around zero in general, but in this case since we deal with
distances we only keep its positive part. This is an example of a strongly
convex function (having bounded second derivatives). So we have that it is
majorized [Verboon, 1994] by

pullφ(Z) ≤

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j
1

2
d(2i j (Z) if di j (Y) < c

pullφ(Z) ≤

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j
1

2

[ c

di j (Y)
d2

i j (Z)+ cdi j (Y)− c2] if di j (Y) > c

Another function that limits the influence of outliers on the solution is the
biweight function defined as

φ(d) =

{
c2

6

[
1 − (1 − (d/c)2)3

]
if d < c

c2/6 if d > c
(44)

Its first derivative is not monotone, and it becomes zero for distances larger
than the tuning parameterc. Verboon [1994] shows that it is majorized by

pullφ(Z) ≤

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j
c2

6

[
1 − 3vi j (Y)(1 − (di j (Z)/c)

2)+ 2v2/3
i j (Y)

]
if di j (Y) < c

pullφ(Z) ≤

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j
c2

6
if di j (Y) > c

wherevi j (Y) = (1 − (di j /c)2)22.
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9. MULTIVARIATE DESCRIPTIVESTATISTICAL ANALYSIS

9.1. Correspondence Analysis.

9.2. Multidimensional Scaling. In metric (least squares) multidimensional
scaling [Borg and Groenen, 1997, de Leeuw and Heiser, 1980] the problem
is to minimize the following function

pullρ(Z) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

wi j ρ(di j (Z)),(45a)

where

ρ(di j (Z)) = (η(δi j )− η(di j (Z)))
2,(45b)

Here theδi j are given numbers (known asdissimilarities). They could,
for instance, be the path-length distances in the graph. The purpose of the
technique is to approximate a matrix of (transformed) dissimilarities by a
matrix of (transformed) Euclidean distances in low-dimensional space. Then
transformationη is usually the identity, the square, or the logarithm.

Obviouslyρ(d) is not increasing and does not pass through zero. Thus it is
different from thepull functions we have seen so far. Some further analysis
is required. By expanding the square we see that minimizingpullρ(Z)
is equivalent to minimizingpullpushφψ(Z) with φ(d) = η2(d), ψ(d) =

η(d), andui j = 2η(δi j )wi j . Thus all points are pulling together, but points
with large dissimilarities are being pushed apart.

9.3. Cluster Analysis. Location problems, especially the multisource We-
ber problems corresponds with forms of cluster analysis [Taillard, 1996].
Suppose we haven objects with coordinatesxi , i = 1, . . . ,n in R

p that we
want to group inK clusters. LetC be aK × p matrix containing the centers
of the K clusters inRp. Then we want to minimize the following function
with respect toC,

clus =

n∑
i =1

K
min
k=1

wi d(xi , c j ),(46)

wherewi are a set of weights. Ifd is the square of the distance then we recover
the well known sum of squares clustering problem [MacQueen, 1967].

9.4. Regression Analysis.Formally, we can also distinguish the case in
which the graph is bipartite, and there is a one-one correspondence between
its two components [Heiser, 1987b, Verboon, 1990]. We also suppose ver-
tices are connected if and only if they are in correspondence. Under these
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circumstances, we can drop the double indexing, and we find

pullφ(X,Y) =

n∑
i =1

wiφ(‖xi − yi ‖).(47)

If we now assume, in addition, that we work inR
1, that thexi are fixed and

known, and that theyi are constrained byyi = z′

iβ or more generally by
yi = ψ(zi , β), then we are in the regression situation. The construction
is a bit artificial, because of the many additional assumptions, but actually
minimizing the length of the edges in the graph is the same as minimizing
the residuals in the regression analysis. The majorization algorithms in this
case become iterative reweighted least squares algorithms, corresponding
in most cases to the ones discussed, for example, in Holland and Welsch
[1977].

A more general discussion of loss function (47) is Verboon [1994]. He
extends the majorization approach toR

p, which makes it possible to cover
target rotation and canonical analysis techniques.
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10. LOCATION AND ASSIGNMENTPROBLEMS

10.1. The Weber Problem. In the Weber (or Fermat-Weber) problem, the
coordinates of a number offacilities zi , i = 1, . . . ,n in R

p are known and
the goal is to locate anew facilityx, so that

pull1(x) =

n∑
i =1

wi d(x, zi )(48)

is minimized, whered(x, zi ) denotes the distance between the location of
the new facilityx and an existing onezi . It is not necessary that the distance
d be Euclidean. In fact, a great deal of attention is given to non-Euclidean
distances such as the city block or`1 metric [Francis et al., 1992].

It is also not necessarily true that thisminisumformulation is the most
natural one. In some casesminimaxis a more direct translation of what we
want to obtain. In that case

pull1(x) =
n

max
i =1

wi d(x, zi )(49)

must be minimized. It can be seen that the Weber problem corresponds to
drawing a weighted star graph using a Tutte normalization.

10.2. Multifacility Weber Problems. An obvious generalization is to lo-
cate more than one facility (server) in the space, but this leads to various
complications, because we do not only want clients and servers to be close,
we may also want servers to be relatively far apart. For instance, if we are
locatingm servers, we may want to minimize

pull
1
(X) =

n∑
i =1

wi

m
min
j =1

d(x j , zi ),(50)

whereX contains the coordinates of them servers inRp. This minimizes
the sum of the distances of the clients to the closest server. If we are locat-
ing toilets in a campground, for instance, this seems to be the appropriate
criterion. In other cases it may make sense to minimize

pull1(X) =

n∑
i =1

wi
m

max
j =1

d(x j , zi ),(51)

for instance if each client must always visit all servers. There is alternative
way to define the minimin and minimax loss functions. Let

pull1(X,W) =

n∑
i =1

m∑
j =1

wi j d(x j , zi ).(52)
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Then

pull
1
(X) = min{pull1(X,W)|

m∑
j =1

wi j = wi , wi j ≥ 0},(53a)

pull
1
(X) = max{pull1(X,W)|

m∑
j =1

wi j = wi , wi j ≥ 0}.(53b)

In Francis et al. [1992, Chapter 6] the multifacility location problem is de-
fined as

pull1(X) =

n∑
i =1

n∑
j =1

vi j d(xi , x j )+

n∑
i =1

m∑
j =1

wi j d(x j , zi )(54)

The multifacility location problem corresponds to drawing the graph of a
weighted complete bipartite graph using the Tutte normalization.

10.3. Reciprocal Location. Heiser [1981, 1987b] introduces thereciprocal
location problemas one way to discuss generalizations of correspondence
analysis and multidimensional unfolding. In the reciprocal location problem
we have a bipartite graph, and two configurationsX andY. We minimize

pullφ(X,Y) =

n∑
i =1

m∑
j =1

wi j φ(di j (X,Y)),(55)

over X andY, wheredi j (X,Y) is the distance betweenxi andy j .
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